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S P O R TS A CH IE V E MEN T S

Principal’s
Message

Novice Bowling Challenge 2014
2014 has been a good
and purposeful year for
Compassvale Primary School.
I am indeed heartened to
note that our School Team,
together with our committed
partners in education, have
continued to work cohesively to enhance the school’s unique
culture and character.
I would like to acknowledge and thank our School Advisory
Committee (SAC) headed by Mr Daniel Chew, all my staff
members, and parents of all Compassvalites, for embracing
the school mission of “Nurturing Character, Enriching Lives”.
We have worked very well together to take our students
from success to significance, and ensure that we persevere
towards our shared vision to enable our students to become
“Soaring Individuals, Serving Citizens”.
At Compassvale Primary, we believe that Every Child
Matters and Can Learn & Achieve, and we are committed
to provide a student-centric and values-based education for
all Compassvalites. Anchored in the school’s core values of
Innovation, Self-discipline, Honesty, Adaptability, Respect
and Empathy (I SHARE), Compassvalites have consistently
leveraged their potential, as well as opportunities provided
by the Ministry of Education, school and parents, to achieve
success in diverse domains.
In the 2014 PSLE, the school achieved a percentage pass of
98.7% (Nat : 97.6%) with an increasing number of students
qualifying for the Express Stream. The school has also done
well in the co-curricular domains with commendable outcomes
in the aesthetics and robotics arenas. The school’s MOEendorsed Learning for Life Programme (LLP- Aesthetics) and
Applied Learning Programme (ALP-Robotics) have provided
the impetus for our students to excel in these areas as part of
the students’ holistic development.
With the completion of the PERI upgrading project, our
students are endowed with many new facilities. These have
made it possible for the school to optimise their learning
experiences through greater flexibility in providing a wellbalanced education, such as an increase in the number of
Physical Education periods and the implementation of the
Programme for Active Learning (PAL). However, we will
not rest on our laurels. The school will continue to upgrade
its facilities to provide our students with the best possible
learning environment. This year, an interactive Physical
Education Corner (iPEC) was set up in the Teaching Block
to further support our PE curriculum. A new Applied Learning
Programme Centre and Heritage Hub will be set up to support
the learning of robotics as well as Mother Tongue Languages
and Character and Citizenship Education.
In conclusion, I would like to mention that the school’s
partnership with the SAC, parents and community
organisations is an area of strength for the school. This is
evident from the strong support of our SAC members, students’
parents and parent volunteers at many school events. I look
forward to the strengthening of such partnerships to enhance
our student development programmes and to bring out the
best in every Compassvalite.
Best wishes for the year 2015.
Mr Chua Choon Guan
Principal

Ray Ng Jun Yuan of Primary 4-2 participated in
the Novice Bowling Challenge 2014 organised by
Singapore Bowling Federation in August 2014. He did
the school proud with his remarkable performance.
Ray was the overall champion in the Single, Double
and Master events. Well done Ray!

GOLF CCA

The game of golf promotes values such as self-discipline, honesty, adaptability,
respect and good sportsmanship. In July 2014, our pupils from the Golf CCA
group participated in the 12th Tiger Cubs Championships 2014@National
Level. Throughout the competition, besides mastering the skills of golf, our
pupils displayed sportsmanship and forged friendships with pupils from
other schools. In the PC Division, our Golf members did our school proud by
clinching 2 Gold, 3 Silver, 3 Bronze and 6 Merit Awards.

PC ‘D’ DIVISION:
Gold: Tan Hsein Rui Joshwa (P3-2)
Silver: Davier Toh (P4-2), Ray Ng Jun Yuan (P4-2)
Merits: Horace Ng (P3-3), Marimuthu Selvan Karthik (P4-1), Jeysham s/o
Jayaseelan (P4-3), Louis Poon (P4-5)
PC ‘C’ DIVISION:
Gold: Karen Foo Kai En (P6-2)
Silver: Toh Yan Ting (P6-1)
Bronze: Jeremy Leow (P5-1), Jarren Tay, (P6-2), Marcus Lee (P6-6B)
Merits: Remy Quek (P5-2), Maanya Khare (P6-1)
HANDICAP DIVISION – BOYS:
1 Gold & 1st Runner Up: Daryl Low Meng Tiang (P3-1)
PC ‘D’ DIVISION:
Gold: Tan Hsein Rui Joshwa (P3-2)
Silver: Davier Toh (P4-2), Ray Ng Jun Yuan (P4-2)
Merits: Horace Ng (P3-3), Marimuthu Selvan Karthik (P4-1), Jeysham s/o
Jayaseelan (P4-3), Louis Poon (P4-5)
PC ‘C’ DIVISION:
Gold: Karen Foo Kai En (P6-2)
Silver: Toh Yan Ting (P6-1)
Bronze: Jeremy Leow (P5-1), Jarren Tay (P6-2), Marcus Lee (P6-6B)
Merits: Remy Quek (P5-2), Maanya Khare (P6-1)
HANDICAP DIVISION – BOYS:
1 Gold & 1st Runner Up: Daryl Low Meng Tiang (P3-1)

ACH IEVEMENTS
Sony Creative Science Award 2014

East Zone DSTA-DSO Robotics
Challenge 2014
On 1st August 2014, pupils from the Robotics Club
participated in the East Zone DSTA-DSO Robotics
Challenge 2014 which was held in Victoria Junior College.
Compassvale Primary School sent two teams (CVPS1 and
CVPS2) which comprised of our Primary 4 Robotics Club
members in the Autonomous category (Primary Schools).
It was a memorable experience for the pupils as it was
their maiden participation in a robotics competition. They
had to design and create a robot that could determine the
number of coins of each value and their total value.

Mdm Cheong Oi Koan and Miss Sim Li Ting with the winners

The Sony Creative Science Award 2014 is an annual competition
jointly organised by the Science Centre Singapore and Sony
Electronics Asia Pacific Pte Ltd, with the support of the Ministry
of Education and the Agency For Science, Technology and
Research (A*STAR). The competition promotes creativity among
the primary students and also provides an opportunity for them
to learn about science beyond the classrooms in a fun and
enjoyable way.

The task was a test of critical thinking skill, precision in
design and against time. The competition was intense as
there was no room for any error. Both teams, CVPS1 and
CVPS2, did well in scoring full points over three runs and
managed to clinch the first and third position respectively.
With an impressive time of two seconds taken to sort and
calculate the value of a set of coins, team CVPS1 was
also presented with the Most Efficient Robot Award for the
Autonomous category (Primary Schools).

Congratulations to all the pupils involved!

For this year, Compassvale Primary School had two winning
entries for the P1 – P2 Scizkid category and one winning entry for
the P3 – P6 Scizkid category. Ravin Nagpal from P1-2, Mohithaa
Sivakumar from P1-6 and Tan Kai Qi from P5-3 won the Merit
Award. The students were presented with their awards and
prize vouchers by the Guest-of-Honour, Mr Sam Tan Chin Siong
(Minister of State, Prime Minister’s Office & Ministry of Culture,
Community and Youth), during the ceremony. In addition, the
school also received an award for the most number of shortlisted toys for the competition in the P1 – P2 Scizkid category.
Our two teachers, Mdm Cheong Oi Koan and Miss Sim Li Ting,
also received the Blue Ribbon Award for their outstanding
contribution in guiding, mentoring, and advising the students who
had submitted their toys for the competition.

Autonomous Challenge
(Primary Schools) - 1st Position
& Most Efficient Robot Award
Team CVPS1: Suresh Babu Gokul,
Ek Hong Jun Justin, Moy Shi Man,
Nair Ananya

Autonomous Challenge
(Primary Schools) - 3rd Position
Team CVPS2: Akshith Mattaparthi,
Tammi Ashley Cho, Swastik Mohan,
Jester Tan Jun Yang,

National Junior Robotics Competition 2014
Our pupils from the Robotics Club participated in the 16th series
of the National Junior Robotics Competition (NJRC) which was
held in Science Centre Singapore. The competition, commenced
on 1st September 2014 with the Presentation Week and
concluded with the Grand Finals on 12th September 2014.
Four teams represented Compassvale Primary School and they
competed against 220 other robotics teams from various primary
schools in Singapore. Team CVPS1 and CVPS4 did well in the
Challenge Week and qualified for the Grand Finals as one of the
top 40 primary schools. In addition, Team CVPS1 also did the
school proud by clinching the First Place for Best Programming
Award.
Congratulations to all CVPS Robotics participants.
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Best Programming Award – 1st Place
Team CVPS1: Lim Jun An Bryan (P6), Kaelan Tang Sen Hua (P5),
Matthias Seah Kai Cheng (P5), Toh Yan Chi (P5), Lim Shi Xi (P5)

N A TIO N A L E D UCA T I ON
Racial Harmony Day
Singapore marked the 50th anniversary of the 1964 racial riots
on 21st July 2014. With the theme of ‘Harmony from the Heart’,
Compassvale Primary School commemorated Racial Harmony
Day (RHD) on 23rd July 2014 during our assembly programme.
RHD has helped to promote inter-racial understanding among
our pupils and is an important part of our national education. This
year, our students went a step further to advocate racial harmony
among neighbours and friends.
This year’s theme recognised that true harmony stems from the
common values and aspirations we share, genuine and sincere
care for one another and the ties that bind us together. It can only
be achieved if everyone takes the initiative to understand the
different cultures, and inspire others to do the same.
The RHD commemoration is a reminder that promoting social
cohesion and racial harmony requires collaborative efforts from
everyone - our educators, pupils and stakeholders, including
parents.
Commemorating RHD during the assembly talk

National Day Celebrations
National Day Celebrations on 8 August 2014 commenced with
a National Day Observance Ceremony. The solemn ceremony
brought out the best in every pupil and staff as patriotism was the
word of the day.
As part of the Community Engagement Programme on ‘We Love
SG Flowers’ to celebrate Singapore’s 50th year of independence
in 2015, our pupils used recycled plastic bags to make beautiful
flowers. Each flower represents the love and good wishes of
our people towards Singapore. It was a noteworthy cause and
everyone had fun in creating the flowers together.

A play entitled “The Little Prince’ by Morph Theatre was held at
the Multi-Purpose Hall. The main character in the play aspired
to be a universal and timeless allegory. The play depicted the
importance of love and care. Compassvalites were able to relate
how each of us can make Singapore a better place to be in.
A National Day Quiz and singing session concluded the joyous
occasion in celebrating our nation’s 49th year of independence.

The flag bearers getting ready for the National Day
Observance Ceremony

The winners of the National Day Quiz

The characters from the play ‘The Little Prince’
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NAT IO NAL ED UC ATI ON
NE Show 2014 for P5
Pupils
On 12 July 2014, our P5 Compassvalites
attended the National Education (NE) Show
held at The Float @ Marina Bay. The NE Show
was organized to instil a sense of patriotism in
our Singaporean pupils and to bring across the
significance of our National Day.
The theme of this year’s National Day Parade
was ‘Our People, Our Home’. It was about
celebrating our people who have the will to
stand up for our independence and who care
for one another.
Our P5 Compassvalites certainly had a
purposeful time at the NE Show as NE values
were further inculcated in them!

P5 Compassvalites - Proud to be young Singaporeans

SAF Re-Dedication Day Ceremony
Compassvale Primary School have been awarded the Meritorious
and Distinguished Defence Partner Award for the past few years
which reflected our school’s effort in implementing National
Service (NS) friendly HR policies to facilitate our NS employees
to fulfill their NS commitments with peace of mind.
The SAF Day Re-dedication Ceremony was one way of recognising
the important role our NS men play in serving the nation.

CVPS’s NS

edge

g the SAF Pl

men recitin

The annual Singapore Armed Forces (SAF) Day is a day with
significant meaning for the National Servicemen (NSmen) as
well as the rest of the nation. On this special day, thousands of
servicemen, both past and present, pay tribute to national service;
while the public express their appreciation to the NSmen for their
contributions to ensure the peace and security of Singapore.
This year, Compassvale Primary School, had the honour of
organizing the SAF Re-Dedication Day Ceremony. Led by Mr
Khai Ho, Level Head for National Education and Social Studies,
our male (NSmen) teachers re-dedicated their services by
reciting the SAF Pledge in front of an audience in school on 1st
July 2014.
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Mr Chua read

ing the SAF

Day Message
by Minister
Hen, to an at
tentive audien of Defence, Dr Ng Eng
ce

S CH O O L E VEN T S
CCA Walk 2014 @ Sengkang Riverside
Our annual CCA Walk was held on Monday 17 November 2014
at Sengkang Riverside.
The event received very good response from both pupils and
parents from the various CCA groups. A total of 100 students and
20 parents participated in the morning walk. The walk started
from Lorong Buangkok and ended at Anchorvale Community
Centre.
Our teacher-guide, Mr Abdul Rahman, gave an in-depth
information of the scenic Kampung area and Waterway. Quizzes
were conducted along the way to infuse fun in learning. The
walk ended with a short breakfast which pupils had brought with
them. Everybody enjoyed the morning walk and many of our
participants even commented that it was too short a walk!

Chinese Danc

e Performance

Band Performance at

Learning Mat

Over 700 parents and their children visited
Compassvale Primary School’s annual Open House
on 19 July 2014. The guests were warmly received by
our staff and pupils. Through the interactive showcase,
they learned about our interesting lower primary
curriculum and exciting co-curricular activities. They
tried out some of the innovative teaching packages
developed by our teachers and participated actively
in the Arts showcase and Sports skills CCA stations.
They were treated to performances put up by our
award winning performing arts groups and were also
very impressed with the Robotics showcase. Led by
our excellent student leaders, our guests also toured
our Student Care Centre and school facilities. There
were popcorns available for everyone as well as an
instant photo booth to capture the day’s memories. It
was indeed a day of fun-filled activities for everyone!

the courtyard

hs the fun wa

y

Compassvale Primary School
Open House 2014

Learning Science

thru toys

Junior Sports Carnival (JSC)
Our Junior Sports Carnival (JSC) was held on Friday, 8th Aug
2014 for Lower Primary pupils. With the concept of inter-house
challenge, pupils actively participated at all games and skills
stations. The strong spirit of teamwork and camaraderie was
apparent. The desire to compete and excel was intense but
pupils also displayed sportsmanship. The atmosphere of the
Inter-House Relay was electrifying. Blue House emerged as the
overall champion on that day. Well done Blue House!
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S C HO OL E VENTS
The school warmly welcomed our 2015 Primary 1 student cohort and
their parents into the Compassvale family at the P1 Orientation Day
which was held on Friday 14 November 2014. The occasion marked
the beginning of the school-parents partnership in the children’s
education as we collaborate to help every child to achieve his/her
fullest potential.
Some of the children were excited to see their fellow kindergarten
friends being in the same school with them. After the attendancetaking, the children were led by their form teachers and prefects
to their respective classrooms for various classroom activities.
The children had the opportunity to interact with their friends and
familiarise themselves with the new environment through a tour
of the school facilities. Some outdoor physical games were also
organised to ease the children’s anxiety and to help them settle
down in their new school.
While the children had their orientation activities, the Principal and
key personnel took turns to address the parents and provide them
with some useful information of the school. This was to help parents
manage their children in providing a smooth transition when their
Primary 1 child reports to the school next year.
The school looks forward to a strong partnership with all parents in
the years ahead.

CVPS 16th Annual Prize Giving Day
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Our brightest sparks
in 2013 –
(From left) Venkatana
rayanan Srivibhav, Yeo
Zong Yao and Tan Tee
Lim

Our dedicated parent volunteers with
CVPS Principal, Mr. Chua (extreme
left) and School Advisory Committee
Chairman, Mr Daniel Chew (extreme right)

P1 Orientation 2014
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Parents were engaged in the presentation
by school personnel.

On 13th Nov 2014, Compassvale Primary School held its 16th
Annual Prize Giving Day to celebrate the students’ achievement for
the year. Held at the school’s theatrette, this event was attended
by more than 200 participants with Ms Gina Kuan, member of the
School Advisory Committee, as the Guest-of-Honour.
This year, over 70 students received awards for their excellent
academic performance while another 40 received awards for best
in academic progress. The top three PSLE students in 2013 – Tan
Tee Lim, Yeo Zong Yao and Venkatanarayanan Srivibhav - were also
honoured in this ceremony.
On that day, the school also took the opportunity to express its
gratitude to the group of dedicated parent volunteers who have
served actively in the Compassion Club Committee or have
contributed more than 30 hours of service to the school. In addition,
staff members who have been with the school for 5 or 10 years were
presented with a plaque of appreciation for their sterling service.
After the simple but dignified ceremony, the audience was treated
to an enthralling performance of beatboxing and ukulele by the P6
students and percussion by the P1 students.
Our heartiest congratulation to all the award recipients!

Take-A-Break

Game on “Putting the

6

Hoop Down”

Mdm Hanifah inspiring the pupils

to do their best!

On 30th June 2014, our Primary 6 teachers organised a ‘TakeA-Break’ (TAB) Programme for our P6 pupils. It was aimed at
promoting bonding between pupils and teachers and building a
stronger sense of belonging among pupils towards the school.
The P6 pupils were not informed of this programme before hand
and it turned out to be a pleasant surprise for them when they
gathered in the hall. Our Principal, Mr Chua, gave an opening
address. The pupils then did the “Cup Song” movement which
was followed by mass games. They participated actively and
enthusiastically in “Put the Hoops Down” and “Throw and Call My
Name” Game. There was also a chill out session where Madam
Hanifah shared with them an inspirational video and spoke to
them on how to be a successful individual. The PE Department
also gave out awards to P6 pupils who have attained Gold Award
in their NAPFA Test for three consecutive years. A video montage
showing memorable time spent in school was screened to pupils.
Finally, the pupils were encouraged by the teachers to strive for
their best in their final year of their Primary School education. It
was indeed an enjoyable day for the P6 pupils!

S CH O O L E VEN T S
Mother Tongue Language Fortnight Programme
Our school had the pleasure of hosting four African teenage
orphans who came all the way from Malawi, South Eastern Africa
to share with our pupils, their African stories, their affection for
the Chinese culture, their love for life and passion for hope.
This meaningful school exchange programme touched the
hearts of our pupils. Our pupils were surprised that this nonChinese ethnic group was able to speak Chinese fluently, and
they also got to know how they mustered their courage to pursue
their dreams and passion despite their poor living conditions at
home. Our pupils also engaged the visitors in a Chinese Writing
Competition.

Sharing with
Compassva
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Mid-Autumn Festival 2014
The school’s Mid-Autumn Festival celebration is a collective
effort by the Mother Tongue Language Department to promote
cultural awareness and appreciation of ethnic traditions among
our students.
The theme for this year’s celebration was family reunion (中秋团
圆). An assembly talk was conducted to share the significance
of this festival and the folklore on moon-gazing. During this
festive period, family members would gather to express their
love for each other and their hope for a happy life. The full moon
symbolizes family unity, harmony and material abundance.
Besides learning about the Mid-Autumn Festival, pupils also
played games such as designing moon cakes on iPADs. During
recess, pupils were also engaged in playing interactive games,
learning Chinese idioms related to the festival at the game
stations and experiential learning through the gallery display.
Our pupils were also given the opportunity to demonstrate their
creativity on lantern-making as part of their classroom activities.

moon
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S T A FF MATTERS
Teachers’ Day
Celebrations 2014

Staff Learning Journey to
RWS Sentosa
On 19 November 2014, the staff of Compassvale Primary School
went on a learning journey to the Sea Aquarium and Trick Eye
Museum.
They embarked on a facilitated educational trail where they
discovered marine life from the rocky shores to the depths
of the ocean floor. A sharing session by RWS staff was also
incorporated into the learning journey to provide the staff with a
deeper insight into the RWS corporate journey.
Thereafter, the staff visited the Trick Eye Museum where they
were treated to a miraculous dimension of original 3D artworks.
They witnessed an art technique that turns two-dimensional
paintings into three-dimensional images through the use of
optical illusions where 2D paintings on the museum walls, floors
and ceilings appear to pop out of the surface and come to life.

The theme for Teachers’ Day this year was “TD = iR2” which
means “I Relax & Rejuvenate”. The teachers and staff were
treated to a high energy Pictionary game which was very well
hosted by our Compassion Club Chairman, Mr Daniel Chew!
Even our Principal, Mr Chua, participated in acting out the
words for the teachers to guess. Eventually, the Orange Team
emerged as the winner. Prizes were presented to members of
the winning team and all the other teachers who had participated
in the game!
After the exciting Pictionary games, the teachers and staff
spent time to mingle and get together over home-made coffee
and cakes. The activity of games and refreshments created
a relaxing time for the teachers after a hard day’s work in
school. The teachers and staff were greatly appreciative of
the Compassion Club members for organizing this interesting
event and making it so fun and relaxing.

Our teachers enthusiastically trying
to guess the
word acted out by our Principal,
Mr Chua.
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Congratulations to the following teachers on the new addition to
their family during the year.

Jayce.
Mr Jay Sng and son

Mrs Pearlyn Koh

and son Koh Ler

Another team

so engrossed

g game

in the guessin

New Additions

Yang.

Ms Sharmini and son

Sharvin Karthik.

